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A bit about us...
We are a team of coffee and tea lovers,
dedicated to creating and sourcing the very
best coffee bar products.
Our job is to do the ground work, so that you can
get on with running your business. We’ve scoured
the globe (and developed some of our own
brands) to bring you the best products at great
prices – from tea, hot chocolate and snacks,
to barista kit and coffee bar essentials.
Whether you are a coffee bar, restaurant, hotel
or ofﬁce – an established multiple or up & coming
independent – we can help you make the most of
your business.
To stay fully updated on our products, offers,
baristas resources and expertise, simply visit:
tchibo-coffee.co.uk
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RECIPES

Golden Turmeric Latte
What you will need

Recipe (proportions are for a 12oz drink)

Hello Goodsip Golden Turmeric Chai
powder
498675

Step 1.	Add 1 tsp (3g) of golden turmeric chai

Hasslacher’s Panela Sugar
492791
or
DaVinci Vanilla / Cinnamon syrup
488466 / 488447
Flat Milk

powder to a 12oz cup
Step 2. Dissolve with a little hot water
Step 3. Sweeten with panela, vanilla
or cinnamon syrup to taste
Step 4. Top up with flat latte milk*
*make me dairy free with oat m*lk.
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RECIPES

White Hot Chocolate
What you will need

Recipe (proportions are for a 12oz drink)

Chocolate Abyss White Hot Chocolate
powder
498534

Step 1. A
 dd 2 flat scoops of the White Hot
Chocolate powder to a 12oz cup

Flat Milk

Step 2. Add a splash of hot water & mix to
a creamy paste
Step 3. Top up with flat latte milk* and mix well
Step 4.	Garnish with whipped cream and a drizzle of
DaVinci Fruit Innovations raspberry syrup
*make me dairy free with oat m*lk.
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RECIPES

London Fog Latte
What you will need

Recipe (proportions are for a 12oz drink)

Suki Tea Earl Grey Blue Flower
488396 or 488421

Step 1. Cover tea bag or tea pocket (one scoop of tea)

or Pavilion Garden Earl Grey
488367

Step 2. Brew for 2 min

DaVinci Orange syrup
488454

Step 4. Top with steamed milk

Hot Water

with hot/just off boiling water (1/2 full)

Step 3. Add 1 pump of DaVinci Orange syrup

Step 5. Garnish with Lavender Sprig

Flat Milk
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RECIPES

Golden Turmeric Chai Frappe /
Mumbai Railway Chai Frappe
What you will need

Recipe (proportions are for a 16oz drink)

Vanilla Frappe powder
488354

Step 1.	Add 2 scoops Vanilla Frappe powder and 1 scoop of

Your preferred chai powder – either
Mumbai Railway Chai 490103 or
Golden Turmeric Chai 498674

Step 2.	Add 1 pump DaVinci syrup (if using in Mumbai Railway

Glass filled with ice cubes (16oz)
DaVinci Cinnamon syrup (for the
Mumbai Railway Chai Frappe)
488447

preferred chai powder to blender jug
Chai Frappe)
Step 3.	Add milk to glass of ice till 1/2 full. Add contents of the
glass to the blender jug
Step 4. Blend (programme #3)
Step 5.	Garnish as desired

Chilled Milk
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RECIPES

Amaretto Latte

Skinny Latte

What you will need

What you will need

DaVinci Amaretto syrup
493070

DaVinci Sugar Free Vanilla syrup
488464 or

Double Espresso

DaVinci Sugar Free Hazelnut syrup
488463 or

Flat Milk

DaVinci Sugar Free Caramel syrup
488462

Recipe (proportions are for a 12oz drink)

Double Espresso

Step 1. Brew a double espresso in a 12oz cup

Flat Milk

Step 2. Add 2 pumps Amaretto syrup and mix
Step 3. Top up with flat milk*, creating latte art

Recipe (proportions are for a 12oz drink)

*make me dairy free with oat m*lk.

Step 1. Brew a double espresso in a 12oz cup
Step 2. Add 2 pumps of the sugar free syrup
of your choice
Step 3. Top up with flat milk*, creating latte art
*make me dairy free with oat m*lk.
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RECIPES

Salted Caramel
Fudge Latte
What you will need
DaVinci Salted Caramel syrup
488461
Salted Caramel Fudge Pieces
490129
Double Espresso and Flat Milk

Recipe (proportions are for a 12oz drink)
Step 1. Brew a double espresso in a 12oz cup
Step 2. Add 2 pumps DaVinci Salted Caramel syrup
and mix
Step 3. Top up with flat milk
Step 4. Decorate with whipped cream and Salted
Caramel Fudge Pieces

Salted Caramel
Fudge Frappe
What you will need
2.5 scoops Vanilla Frappe Powder
488354
1.5 tsp Chocolate Abyss Caramel Drizzle Sauce
490112
1 blue scoop (18g) Salted Caramel Fudge Pieces
490129
Cup 3/4 filled with ice and topped with milk (16oz)

Recipe (proportions are for a 16oz drink)
Step 1. Add all ingredients to the blender jug
(including the Salted Caramel Fudge Pieces)
ensuring frappe powder is at the bottom
Step 2. Blitz on programme #3
Step 3. Marble cup with Caramel Drizzle Sauce.
Pour back into cup and garnish with your
preferred combination of whipped cream,
	Salted Caramel Fudge Pieces
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RECIPES

Honeycomb
Hot Chocolate
What you will need
Chocolate Abyss
40% Cocoa
490104
DaVinci Honeycomb syrup
488451

Toasted Mallow
Hot Chocolate
What you will need

Triple Chocolate Crispies
492796
Flat Milk

Chocolate Abyss
40% Cocoa
490104
DaVinci Toasted
Marshmallow syrup
493071

Mini Marshmallows
495426
Chocolate Abyss Flakes
498715
498714
Flat Milk

Recipe (proportions are for a 12oz drink)

Recipe (proportions are for a 12oz drink)

Step 1. Add a 25g flat scoop of Chocolate Abyss
40% Cocoa to a 12oz cup

Step 1. Add a 25g flat scoop of Chocolate Abyss 40%
Cocoa to a 12oz cup

Step 2. Add a little hot water and whisk to a paste

Step 2. Add a little hot water and whisk to a paste

Step 3. Add 2 pumps Honeycomb syrup and mix

Step 3. Add 2 pumps of Toasted Marshmallow syrup 		
and mix

Step 4. Top up with flat milk
Step 5. Decorate with whipped cream and Triple 		
Chocolate Crispies

Step 4. Top up with flat milk
Step 5. Decorate with whipped cream, mini mallows 		
and flakes
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RECIPES

Mulled Spice
What you will need
DaVinci Mulled syrup
493072
Hot Water

Recipe (proportions are for a 12oz drink)
Step 1

Add 3 pumps of DaVinci Mulled syrup to
a 12oz cup

Step 2

Top up with hot water

Step 3

Decorate with optional orange segments and
a stick of cinnamon

Matcha Latte
What you will need
Suki Tea Organic Japanese Matcha
488403
Flat Milk

Recipe (proportions are for a 12oz drink)
Step 1. Add 1 tsp Suki Tea Organic Japanese Matcha
to a 12oz cup
Step 2. Whisk the Matcha with a dash of hot milk
Step 3. DaVinci syrup to sweeten (optional)
Step 4. Top up with flat milk*, creating latte art
*make me dairy free with oat m*lk.
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T U R M E R I C P OW D E R
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T U R M E R I C P OW D E R

Turmeric based beverages are increasing in popularity and for good reason. Aside from the delicious, warming taste,
turmeric is reputed to offer a wealth of feel-good benefits too.

NEW
Golden Turmeric Chai Powder
Our new Turmeric Golden Chai is a blend of
premium quality turmeric, coconut blossom sugar,
warming ginger and cayenne, our masala chai
extract and black pepper.
Rich in antioxidants and best known for its
anti-inflammatory qualities, due to the active
ingredient curcumin, Turmeric is increasingly
recognised for its perceived health benefits.
Studies have shown that the absorption of
curcumin is increased when consumed with
piperine, the key chemical in pepper. Therefore,
we ensured that we chose a blend that had the
perfect balance of both turmeric and black pepper.

How to Prepare
Step 1.	Mix 3-5g of Golden Turmeric Chai
with 12oz of hot milk/m*lk
Step 2.

Stir and serve

498675
1 x 250g. Makes 50 12oz servings
£10.95
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M U M B A I R A I LW A Y C H A I
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M U M B A I R A I LW A Y C H A I

Capturing the authentic and original flavour of Masala Chai served at tea stalls throughout India. 100% natural.

Mumbai Railway Chai

Canister for Mumbai Chai

Mix 3 teaspoons (15g) of Mumbai Railway Chai with 12oz of steamed
milk and stir well.

Holds 1kg of Mumbai Railway Chai.

495378
1 x tin

490103
1 x 1kg

£3.20

£13.60*
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HASSLACHER’S

METHOD
STEP 1

(see table opposite for measures)

Add cacao drops to a cup and cover with
a little hot water

STEP 2 Whilst cacao drops are softening in the hot
water, steam some flat milk
STEP 3 Use a whisk to hold back the cacao drops and
dispose of the hot water down the sink

STEP 4 Add two rounded teaspoons of panela and
a little of the flat milk to the cup and whisk
together into a thick creamy liquor
STEP 5 Gradually incorporate the remaining steamed
milk, mixing thoroughly. Whisking with the
Aerolatte (486625) works particularly well
– see page 22.
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HASSLACHER’S

Hasslacher’s Colombian drinking chocolate is a superior 100% cacao gourmet hot chocolate, made from the very finest
and rare native South American Criollo and Trinitario beans. Combine it with Hasslacher’s panela sugar, to create the level
of sweetness that’s just right for you.

Hasslacher’s Hot Chocolate
A resealable pouch of 100% Colombian cacao
drops. Combine with panela and steamed milk
for a decadent and artisanal hot chocolate of
your preferred sweetness.

492790
1.5kg
£26.00*

Hasslacher’s Organic Sugar
Cane Panela
Delicious pulverised organic panela made on a
family run trapiche in Colombia. Panela is pure
sugar cane juice that has been boiled down
to retain the nutrients that are normally lost.
Its unique caramel flavour partners perfectly
with Hasslacher’s cacao.

492791
1.5kg

Flip-Top Glass Jar
Perfect for serving the panela in small
quantities – or indeed for any sugar with a
filter coffee, or mini mallows with Chocolate
Abyss. Handwash only.
H 6cm x W 4.3cm. Holds 45ml.

492792
Case of 12
£11.40

£6.65*

RECOMMENDED MEASUREMENTS
8oz DRINK

NOT SO SWEET - 75% CACAO

NICE & SWEET - 60% CACAO

SWEET - 50% CACOA

Cacao

1 blue scoop* (15g)

1 blue scoop* (15g)

1 blue scoop* (15g)

Panela

1 tsp (5g)

2 tsp (10g)

3 tsp (15g)

12oz DRINK

NOT SO SWEET - 75% CACAO

NICE & SWEET - 60% CACAO

SWEET - 50% CACOA

Cacao

1.5 blue scoop* (22.5g)

1.5 blue scoop* (22.5g)

1.5 blue scoop* (22.5g)

Panela

1.5 tsp (7.5g)

3 tsp (15g)

4.5 tsp (22.5g)

*For blue scoop and whisks – see page 22
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C H O C O L AT E A B Y S S
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C H O C O L AT E A B Y S S

Chocolate Abyss is a decadent drinking chocolate range unlike anything your customers have at home. Available white or as 30,
40 or 50% cocoa, served alone or with trimmings – or as part of a seasonal recipe, there is a Chocolate Abyss option for everyone.

Chocolate Abyss 40% Cocoa

Chocolate Abyss Fairtrade Organic 30% Cocoa

If you haven’t tasted Chocolate Abyss 40%, you should. It’s a whole
different game to mass market drinking chocolate. Made with cocoa,
sugar and real vanilla, the 40% cocoa delivers a rich and velvety smooth
mouthfeel. Each case includes a portion-control measuring scoop.

For those with a sweeter tooth, this 30% cocoa drinking chocolate
appeals to the masses and has been a runaway success since its launch.
Made with 100% Fairtrade and Organic ingredients. In a recyclable tub.

490104
6 x 1kg bags

£35.00*

£46.60*

NEW

490110
2 x 2kg tubs

ARRIVING MID-SEPTEMBER

Chocolate Abyss White Chocolate Powder

Instant Chocolate Abyss

An indulgent, sweet, creamy white chocolate powder made from 23%
cocoa butter. Simply add 2 scoops to a cup, mix with a little hot water
and top with steamed milk.

This recipe has a great mouthfeel and taste. Simply mix with a little
water for a no-fuss, great tasting hot chocolate drink. Good things really
do come in small packages.

498554
6 x 450g

490111
100 x 25g sachets

£27.35*

£24.55*
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C H O C O L AT E A B Y S S

NEW PACK
FORMAT
COMING
SOON

Chocolate Abyss Fairtrade
Dust
This isn’t any old dust! Granules of sugar
are coated with cocoa to create tiny little
chocolatey particles.

490108
6 x 250g dispenser tubs
£18.05*

Chocolate Abyss Flakes
Dark flakes are chipped from blocks of
chocolate couverture. With 48% cocoa solids
minimum, they are perfect for sprinkling on
whipped cream or for melting into milk to
create a decadent 48% cocoa drink.*

498715
6 x 300g
dispenser tubs

498714
1 x 300g
dispenser tub

£23.40

£4.40

Chocolate Abyss Caramel
Drizzle Sauce
Specially designed to blend with espresso for
a caramel mocha. Also suitable for drizzling on
cream, foam, milkshakes, ice cream, waffles,
crêpes... yum!

490112
6 x 500g bottles
£33.00

*The above new pack formats are due in stock soon

Chocolate Abyss Dark Mocha Sauce

Chocolate Abyss White Mocha Sauce

An intense, thick dark chocolate sauce that melts easily into espresso
for an indulgent mocha. It’s equally nice for drizzling on top of
milkshakes, ice cream, waffles, crêpes... you get the picture.

A rich white sauce that offers a white mocha alternative to its dark
mocha counterpart. Think of a bar of melted white chocolate and you’re
almost there.

490113
2 x 2.5kg bottles

490115
2 x 2.5kg bottles

£36.25

£36.25
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C H O C O L AT E A B Y S S

Squeezy Bottle

Plastic Pump Dispenser

Decant your favourite sauces – white mocha, dark mocha or caramel
– into this squeezy bottle for a controlled way to etch some saucy art
onto your drinks.

For use with our mocha sauce bottles. Set to dose 14g with
non-drip nozzle.

490059
1 x 12oz (355ml) bottle

490114
1 pump
£14.85

£2.05

Chocolate Abyss Mint Crisp Squares

Stainless Steel Chocolate Shaker

These little minty treats pair beautifully with a hot drink. We can’t get
enough of them and we know your customers will love them.

Holds approximately 12oz of powder; perfect for dusting chocolate on
cappuccinos or cakes. Comes with a mesh top and a plastic cover.

490105
400 x 5g chocolates

490060
1 shaker

£31.00

£5.50
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H OT C H O C O L AT E

Square Mini Whisk

Round Mini Whisk

Square ended whisk for mixing powders into a paste in flat-bottomed paper
cups or mugs.

Round ended whisk designed for mixing powders into a paste in
round-bottomed crockery.

490045

490031
1 whisk
27cm long

1 whisk
27cm long
£3.10

£3.10

Blue Scoop

Aerolatte To-Go Frother

Portion control is everything. Use this bright blue scoop to dose the right
amount and reduce waste. One flat scoop holds 25g of Chocolate Abyss
or 15g of Hasslacher’s Cacao.

For foamed milk without an espresso machine. Also ideal for
mixing Suki Tea Japanese Matcha, Chocolate Abyss, Hasslacher’s
Hot Chocolate and Mumbai Railway Chai.

490003
1 scoop

486825

£0.20

£6.55

1 Aerolatte with case.
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D AV I N C I S Y R U P S

FRESH
NEW
LOOK

BEST SELLERS

1

These three flavours make up 80% of all
syrups sales and work well all year round,
hot or cold. Your customers will expect to
see these, so be sure to include them in
your range.

Caramel

Hazelnut

Vanilla

488444

488450

488466

£7.45*

£7.45*

£7.45*
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D AV I N C I S Y R U P S

DaVinci syrups supercharge almost any drink – hot or cold. Take inspiration from our library of seasonal recipes, or get
creative with your own concoctions. There’s no end of possibilities.

WINTER COLLECTION
2

3

4

5

6

Toasted
Marshmallow

Salted
Caramel

Honeycomb

Mulled

Amaretto

493071

488461

488451

493072

493070

£7.45*

£7.45*

£7.45*

£7.45*

£7.45*
IDEAL FOR
HALLOWEEN
7

8

Chocolate

Spiced Chai

Gingerbread

Cinnamon

Spiced Pumpkin

488446

488445

488449

488447

488458

£7.45*

£8.90*

£7.45*

£7.45*

£7.45*
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D AV I N C I S Y R U P S
FRUIT INNOVATIONS

CLASSIC COLLECTION

Intensively fruity syrups that have been specially formulated
to work in cold drinks.

Syrups that can be used hot or cold at any
time of year.

Lemon & Lime
Fruit Innovations

Passionfruit
Fruit Innovations

Raspberry
Fruit Innovations

Strawberry

Banana

488465

488443

490127

488455

488460

£7.45*

£7.45*

£7.45*

£7.45*

£7.45*

9

Lemon Tea

Orange

White
Chocolate

Peppermint

Coconut

Peach

488452

488454

488467

488453

488448

488456

£7.45*

£7.45*

£7.45*

£7.45*

£7.45*

£7.45*
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D AV I N C I S Y R U P S
SUGAR FREE
The top-selling flavours – minus the sugar.

10

10

10

1

Used for the Golden Turmeric Latte

2

Used for the Toasted Mallow Hot Chocolate

3

Used for the Salted Caramel Fudge Latte

4

Used for the Honeycomb Hot Chocolate

5

Used for the Mulled Spice

6

Used for the Amaretto Latte

7
		

SF Caramel

SF Hazelnut

SF Vanilla

488462

488463

488464

£8.15*

£8.15*

£8.15*

Used for the Golden Turmeric Latte, Golden Turmeric Chai
Frappe and Mumbai Railway Chai Frappe

8

Used for the Turmeric & Pumpkin Latte

9

Used for the London Fog

10

Used for the Skinny Latte

BUY ANY 6
BOTTLES AND
RECEIVE A

10%

DISCOUNT

DaVinci Pump

DaVinci Rack

488416
1 pump

488459
26 x 19.5 x 10cm

£2.15

£13.15
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TOPPINGS
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TOPPINGS

Some extra crunch. A burst of flavour. Or just a drink that says ‘this is exactly the way I like it.’
And while you’re sprinkling on a little something extra, you’re doing the same for your bottom line.

Triple Chocolate Crispies

Salted Caramel Fudge Pieces

Mini Marshmallows

The perfect trio of white, milk and dark
chocolate coated balls.

Irresistible little chunks of soft, creamy fudge
that sit perfectly on whipped cream.

493069
2 x 420g

490129
2 x 450g

Miniature mouthfuls of gooey loveliness.
Great on top of cream or dunked straight into
hot chocolate.

£13.15*

£13.85*

495426
3 x 1kg bags
£15.70

NEW PACK
FORMAT
COMING
SOON

Chocolate Abyss Fairtrade
Dust
This isn’t any old dust! Granules of sugar
are coated with cocoa to create tiny little
chocolatey particles.

490108
6 x 250g dispenser tubs
£18.05*

Chocolate Abyss Flakes
Dark flakes are chipped from blocks of
chocolate couverture. With 48% cocoa solids
minimum, they are perfect for sprinkling on
whipped cream.

498715
6 x 300g
dispenser tubs

498714
1 x 300g
dispenser tub

£23.40*

£4.40*
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CREAM WHIPPERS

Nothing says ‘ridiculously fresh cream’ quite like our stunning stainless steel whippers.

Cream Whipper 1 Litre

Cream Whipper 1/2 Litre

The original cream whipper. Half fill with cream, screw
on a charger and shake a few times – easy and tasty.

490005

488331

£40.45

£52.45

TOP
TIPS

Use fresh cream only. We recommend a half and half mixture of single and double cream for the
best results. And don’t over shake! Simply turn upside down a few times, wait for a minute and
check. Repeat until you have the thickness you want.

Spare Cream Whipper
Nozzle Set
Contains 2 nozzles.
490000

Replacement Rubber Seal

Single Use Chargers

490032

488328
60 chargers

£2.10

£23.10

£4.45
30

CREAM WHIPPERS
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SUKI TEA

NEW

Turkish Delight
A brand new addition to our ever-growing collection,
this chocolate and rose blend is inspired by the chocolate
Turkish Delight sweet that Edmund received from the
white witch during their first encounter in Narnia in
C. S. Lewis’ novel The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe.
C.S. Lewis was right – Turkish Delight is dangerously
addictive, especially in tea form! Using cocoa as an
indulgent starting point, adding black tea, rose petals
& natural rose oil, this stunning tea is a nod to the
traditional chocolatey Turkish delight that we know and
love today. Smooth, chocolate, floral.

498552
1 x 250g
£10.95*
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SUKI TEA

Suki Tea is a far cry from the average brew. Not only do these teas taste great, they look fantastic too. Store them in our
glass jars for maximum impact and serve them on individual tea trays to give each customer that warm fuzzy feeling.

BLACK TEA

Breakfast Tea

Belfast Brew

Earl Grey Blue Flower

A traditional Breakfast Tea made from a blend
of African and Indian single estate teas.
Lighter and less malty than Belfast Brew.
Bright, light, crisp.

This Irish breakfast tea is Suki Tea’s
signature blend and the name is a nod
to the company’s origins in Belfast, where they
started out at a farmer’s market in 2005.
A blend of best quality Assam and superb
East African leaf to add character, it produces
a deep, malty flavour. Full-bodied, rich, malty.

Suki Tea’s unique in-house blend, this is the
Triple-Certified Champion of Champions.
Combining East African black tea, the
best Italian Bergamot oil and vibrant blue
cornflowers, not only does this tea taste great,
it looks stunning too! Perfumed with intense
citrus notes, it makes for an exceptionally
civilized afternoon tea experience.
Dry, light, citrusy.

488389
1 x 500g

495387
1 x 1kg

£9.30*

£17.60*

488387
1 x 500g

488396
1 x 500g

£9.30*

£16.50*

Darjeeling

Mango Tango

Dark Cocoa Tea

Spiced Citrus

This hand-picked Darjeeling
is the ‘Champagne’ of teas.
Its unique and refreshing taste
is just perfect for that extra
special treat. Perfect with scones
or delicate shortbread biscuits.
Fragrant, crisp, mild.

Chunky pieces of mango and
pineapple combined with a
sweet black leaf tea and yellow
sunflower blossoms. Can be
enjoyed with or without milk.
Tropical, sweet, luxurious.

Black leaf tea and cocoa
kernels combine to give a
rich chocolatey cuppa, the
perfect guilt-free alternative
to chocolate. An excellent
accompaniment to desserts
and cakes. Rich chocolate,
mild cherry, truffle.

A black tea blended with lots of
warming spices including cloves,
pink pepper, cardamom and citrus
slices. A favourite winter warmer
to ignite the taste buds and spark
cosy memories. Sweet, mulled
wine, orange rind.

488394
1 x 250g
£9.80*

488402
1 x 250g

488393
1 x 250g

£8.00*

£10.95*
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488410
1 x 250g
£8.00*

SUKI TEA

FRUIT & HERBAL INFUSIONS

Whole Peppermint

Pink Grapefruit

Red Berry

Quite possibly the best peppermint tea in the
world. Whole peppermint leaves create an
incredibly fresh, purifying cup. Sharp, fresh,
aromatic, cooling.

Tart and crisp like freshly squeezed grapefruit
juice. This naturally flavoured fruit infusion
offers something special with a harmonious
blend of sharp grapefruit and sweet tropical
fruit. It has a refreshing acidity initially with
a mildly tangy and sweet finish. Sparkly,
zesty, crisp.

Absolutely bursting with fresh berry taste.
A punchy, full-on infusion of mixed berries,
fruit and hibiscus. Tart, fruit, jam.

488404
1 x 100g
£4.95*

488406
1 x 250g

488388
1 x 250g
£8.55*

£9.55*

Apple Loves Mint

Goji Berry & Pomegranate

The sweetness and acidity of apple combined with playful papaya
sweetness, a subtle hint of whole rose blossom and a mint finish.
A delight for the senses. Sweet, tart, apple, mint.

Tangy pomegranate accompanied by juicy goji berries creates a
wonderfully refreshing, fruity and well balanced blend. This highly
decorative fruit infusion delivers extra notes of apple, mango and
has a smooth creamy finish. Super fruity, sweet, smooth.

488385
1 x 250g
£8.55*

488397
1 x 250g
£11.65*
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SUKI TEA

GREEN TEA

Gunpowder Green Spearmint

Japanese Matcha

Hand-blended to a traditional Moroccan recipe, this refreshing green
tea is a perfect blend of gently-rolled green leaves – a punchy and
smoky Gunpowder Green tea and a Great Taste award-winning
sweet Nana Mint (spearmint) producing a clear, yellow-green cup.
Sweet, fresh, cooling spearmint. Delicious served hot or cold.

Matcha is the foundation of the ancient Japanese tea ceremony.
Suki Tea organic Japanese Matcha is the best ‘ceremonial’ grade.
Shade grown and stone ground in the traditional form, it is considered
the highest quality and produces a bright, deep forest green cup with
a rich umami taste. Perfect to serve on its own or add value to your
menu through Matcha lattes and frappes, this Matcha packs more
punch than three espressos!

495417
1 x 250g

488403
1 x 100g

£9.95*

£26.40*

Green Tea Ginseng

Green Tea Sencha

A harmonious balance of ginseng root, ginger
and pineapple blended with Sencha green tea
leaf to produce a light, fresh, gingery sweet
cup. Fragrant, smooth, sweet.

Sencha translates as steamed and is a very
traditional technique of keeping the flavour
packed in the tea. Unlike roasting which brings
other characteristics, this is a light and fresh
cup. Fresh, sweet, piney.

488398
1 x 250g
£9.10*

488399
1 x 500g

Jasmine Dragon Phoenix
Pearls
Exquisite, hand-rolled green tea naturally
infused with the scent of pure jasmine.
A delicate liquor resembling white tea,
perfect with fairy cakes or vanilla cupcakes.
Crisp, rounded, floral.

488395
1 x 250g

£12.40*

£27.50*
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White Tea Elderflower

NEW

Peony white tea fuses with a wonderfully
delicate elderflower flavour and a hint of
champagne–y-ness to create a warmly
comforting herbaceous malty background
note with hints of peach. The perfect relaxing
cuppa. Also great as an iced tea (or the perfect
accompaniment to a G&T!).

498553
1 x 200g
£14.85*
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FRUIT & HERBAL INFUSIONS

Chamomile

Lemongrass & Ginger

Rooibos (Redbush)

100% pure Chamomile blossom, the whole
flower produces a high quality, sweet,
honey-golden cup. Excellent for calming and
soothing the mind and body and a natural
sleep remedy. Honeydew, floral, sweet.

A Thai-inspired lightly spiced tea with the
warmth of ginger and peppercorns, the
freshness of lemongrass and the lingering
aftertaste of liquorice root and mint.
Citrus, ginger, liquorice.

Suki Tea Rooibos is an excellent caffeine-free
alternative to tea and gives an earthy, sweet,
deep orange cup. Fresh, honey, bark.

488391
1 x 100g

488414
1 x 250g

£4.95*

£8.75*

£6.00*

WHITE & OOLONG TEA

White Tea Pear

Oolong Orange Blossom

A beautifully delicate, naturally flavoured
blend of smooth Mao Feng white tea, Sencha
green tea and fully ripe pear pieces. A soft hint
of liquorice accentuates the pear to create a
smooth and select taste experience.
Delicate, sweet, light.

The smooth flavour of beautifully twisted
Chinese Oolong combined with delicate,
fragrant orange blossom produces a light
and airy character with delicate citrus notes.
Sweet, citrus, dry, floral.

488415
1 x 250g
£14.85*

488409
1 x 250g

488405
1 x 250g
£16.45*
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Suki Tea Stump Teapot

Suki Tea Teapot Wrap

The iconic Suki Tea teapot. 18oz, stackable, subtly branded and
hard-wearing. Comes with a removable mesh insert to infuse the
loose leaf tea.

Retail presentation wraps for your boxed Suki Tea teapots.

488412
18oz/530ml teapot

490101
10 wraps
£4.20

£15.70

UNBRANDED 18oz STUMP TEAPOTS
Same shape and design as the Suki Tea stump teapot, without the branding.

Mandarin

Grey

Blue

492803
18oz/530ml teapot

492804
18oz/530ml teapot

490098
18oz/530ml teapot

£15.70

£15.70

£15.70

White

Charcoal

Red

488468
18oz/530ml teapot

488320
18oz/530ml teapot

488380
18oz/530ml teapot

£15.70

£15.70

£15.70
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Red Glass Teapot

Suki Tea Tray

See the beautiful Suki Tea colours develop. For light to medium use.

The Suki Tea tray makes tea into a ritual for one. Carved from
sustainably sourced bamboo with a recess to hold the teapot snugly.
Just the right amount of space for a teacup and milk jug.
Not suitable for dishwashers.

490100
14oz/430ml teapot

488413
300mm x 220mm

£18.75

£5.20

Teabag Holder – Grey
495384
holder x 6  
£14.65

Suki Tea Tray Wrap
Retail presentation boxes for your Suki Tea trays.

490102
10 wraps
£8.40

Teabag Holder – White
495383
holder x 6  
£14.65
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Suki Tea Tray Liners

Tea Pockets

Communicate the Suki Tea brand to your customers, and help your trays
last a bit longer.

A pillow-shaped, biodegradable bag to spoon your loose leaf into
for takeaway.

488401
packs of 250

488407
x 1000

£7.30

£20.95

Replacement Mesh Insert

Measuring Spoon

Replacement mesh insert for the Suki Tea Stump teapot.

Portion controlled Suki Tea scoop for one perfect pot of loose leaf tea.

488386
1 insert

488411
£3.10

£4.40
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Glass Tea Display Jar Medium

Glass Tea Display Jar Small

Suki Tea Labels

Stackable glass jar perfect for storing and
displaying loose leaf tea. Will fit most 500g
packs of Suki Tea.

Stackable glass jar perfect for storing and
displaying loose leaf tea. Will fit most 250g
packs of Suki Tea.

A set of labels covering our complete range
of teas and infusions is available free of
charge for the tea caddies and glass jars.

488317
6 jars x 1.5L
110mm W x 183mm H

488318
6 jars x 1L
110mm W x 122mm H

£41.25

£37.50

488489
coloured labels
for the front of
the jars
FOC

Suki Tea Rack

Suki Tea Caddies

Milk Jug

Modular rack designed to hold 6 caddies at
a slight angle.

Holds approximately 250g.
Airtight, transparent lid.

Good tea needs fresh milk.
This is the best way to serve it.

488408
220mm W x 320mm D x 320mm H
(when filled with caddies)

488390
6 caddies, 155mm H x 70mm W

488400
12 x 3oz milk jugs

£14.10

£13.75

£15.70

488490
clear labels with
white text for the
top of the jars
or caddies
FOC

Digital Tea Timer

Mini Milk Bottle

Take the guesswork out of brewing teas and
infusions. Set the timer for your customers to
know when it’s time to pour.

These mini-blast-from-the-past milk
bottles will add an extra special touch to
your tea serve.

488440

488361
6 x 4.25oz milk bottles

£4.45

£6.00
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SUKI TEA PYRAMIDS
Same big leaf flavour in handy, string & tag tea bags.

Breakfast Tea

Earl Grey Blue Flower

Green Tea Sencha

Red Berry

3g per pyramid

2.5g per pyramid

2g per pyramid

2.5g per pyramid

488419
50 unwrapped pyramids

488421
50 unwrapped pyramids

488423
50 unwrapped pyramids

488418
50 unwrapped pyramids

£10.55*

£11.65*

£11.65*

£11.65*

Peppermint

Apple Loves Mint

Chamomile

Lemongrass & Ginger

2g per pyramid

3g per pyramid

1.5g per pyramid

2g per pyramid

488493
50 unwrapped pyramids

488417
50 unwrapped pyramids

488420
50 unwrapped pyramids

488424
50 unwrapped pyramids

£11.65*

£11.65*

£11.65*

£11.65*
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SUKI TEA PYRAMIDS IN ENVELOPES
Individually wrapped pyramids, ideal for self-service.

Breakfast Tea

Earl Grey Blue Flower

Green Tea Sencha

200 individually wrapped pyramids
3g per pyramid.

100 individually wrapped pyramids.
2.5g per pyramid.

100 individually wrapped pyramids.
2g per pyramid.

492805

492806

492807

£66.00*

£36.00*

£36.00*

Red Berry

Peppermint

Apple Loves Mint

100 individually wrapped pyramids.
2.5g per pyramid.

100 individually wrapped pyramids.
2g per pyramid.

100 individually wrapped pyramids.
3g per pyramid.

492810

492808

492809

£36.00*

£36.00*

£36.00*

Suki Tea Bamboo Display Box

Suki Tea Pack of Envelope Teas

A beautifully crafted display box with
removable lid.

Eight of each of the six flavours of envelope
teas – ideal for filling one display box.

492811
1 box
Measures 32.5 x 22 x 10.5cm

492812
48 envelopes

£16.25
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S U K I T E A R E TA I L T E A S
Loose leaf teas in retail-sized packaging. Supplied in display boxes of six.

NAME

CODE

PRICE WEIGHT

Breakfast Tea

488427

£15.50*

6 x 100g

Red Berry

488426

£17.15*

6 x 80g

Earl Grey Blue Flower

488429

£19.25*

6 x 100g

Apple Loves Mint

488425

£17.15*

6 x 80g

Peppermint

488431

£12.25*

6 x 30g

Green Tea Sencha

488430

£17.75*

6 x 100g

Chamomile

488428

£14.95*

6 x 30g

Pink Grapefruit

488432

£18.65*

6 x 80g

S U K I T E A G I F T B OX
The ideal retail-ready display box. Contains two teas and the iconic Suki Tea teapot, neatly wrapped in the distinctive
branding. An ideal gift for your customers to buy.

Contains two retail teas and 1 Suki
Tea green teapot. Ask customer
services for details.

488676
Contains 3 gift
boxes per case
£65.95
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A treat for the taste buds as much as a pleasure for the eyes. Pavilion Garden is our range of Victorian-inspired teas,
each designed to infuse beautifully from the bag and look stunning on your counter.

Fairtrade Breakfast Tea

Fairtrade Decaf Breakfast Tea

Bright / Malty / Everyday

Bright / Lively / Everyday

488364
6 display boxes of
20 envelope tea bags

488362
A box of 300
envelope tea bags

488366
6 display boxes of
20 envelope tea bags

£13.15*

£16.35*

£13.15*

Fairtrade Earl Grey Tea

Fairtrade Organic Green Tea

Bergamot / Bright / Confident

Toasty / Cleansing / Dry

488367
6 display boxes of
20 envelope tea bags

488369
6 display boxes of
20 envelope tea bags

£13.15*

£13.15*
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BUY ANY 6
- GET

10%OFF

Organic Summer Berry Infusion

Organic Chamomile, Honey & Vanilla Infusion

Juicy / Sweet / Youthful

Blossomy / Sweet / Soothing

488363
6 display boxes of
20 envelope tea bags

488365
6 display boxes of
20 envelope tea bags

£13.15*

£13.15*

Organic Peppermint Infusion

Organic Peppermint & Liquorice Infusion

Fresh / Mint / Uplifting

Sweet / Mint / Long Lasting

488370
6 display boxes of
20 envelope tea bags

488371
6 display boxes of
20 envelope tea bags

£13.15*

£13.15*
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SMALL STUMP TEAPOTS
Smaller version of the classic Stump Teapot, perfect for brewing Pavilion Garden tea bags and Suki Tea pyramids.
Stackable and gorgeous, they will be much admired by your customers.

White Stump Teapot – 13oz

Grey Stump Teapot – 13oz

Lime Stump Teapot – 13oz

495420
13oz/400ml teapot

495418
13oz/400ml teapot

495419
13oz/400ml teapot

£14.95

£14.95

£14.95
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Pavilion Garden Display Rack

Pavilion Garden Box

Created to sit on your counter or next to self serve machines.

A luxurious way to display your tea. The inside of the box is branded
with the distinctive Pavilion Garden tea design. Holds eight tea flavours.

488372
£26.20

488368
£15.70

Pavilion Garden Fairtrade
Breakfast Tea Bags

Pavilion Garden Fairtrade
Breakfast String & Tag Tea Bags

488308
3 bags of 440
square tea bags

488309
6 boxes of
125 tea bags

£23.75*

£26.05*
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Minor Figures have created a delicious dairy-free alternative to cow’s milk with a great taste and mouthfeel. It’s a must-have
addition to any cafe menu.
Specially formulated for baristas, this oat m*lk drink foams like a dream. It’s perfect for Vegans and anyone avoiding dairy
products. And it’s all natural too, with no stabilisers or preservatives. Ambient storage. Once opened, refrigerate for up to 7 days.

Minor Figures Oat M*lk

Top Tips – Steaming oat m*lk

The demand for non-dairy alternatives to
milk is on the rise. 2018 has seen a surge
in dairy-free ‘m*lk’ drinks and no cafe
menu will be complete without at least
one non-dairy option.

•

Chill a few cartons ready for use

•

Use a clean, cold dedicated jug

495132
6 x 1L cartons
£8.90*

•	Select jug size and use correct amount of
m*lk relevant to cup size
•

Steam and texture

•

Heat to 140°F

•	For latte art; add a splash of the steamed
m*lk to the espresso and swirl before
pouring your patterns

Minor Figures
Oat M*lk POS
1 x A5 strut card
FOC on request
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NITRO COLD BREW

Your customers will love this great tasting nitro cold brew coffee that’s ready to drink. It contains no added sugar and is
suitable for dairy-free, vegan and vegetarian diets. Our friends at Minor Figures take the best seasonal single origin beans
and cold brew them in filtered water for over 18 hours. Then they add nitrogen for that Guinness-like mouthfeel.
The result is a naturally sweet, super refreshing coffee, which they’ve blended in three delicious flavours.

Minor Figures Nitro
Cold Brew Coffee Black

Minor Figures Nitro
Cold Brew Coffee Mocha

Minor Figures Nitro
Cold Brew Coffee Latte

495392
12 x 200ml cans

Uses oat m*lk as a dairy free alternative to
cow’s milk.

Uses oat m*lk as a dairy free alternative
to cow’s milk.

£15.00*

495394
12 x 200ml cans

495393
12 x 200ml cans

£15.00*

£15.00*

Nitro Cold Brew
Nitro Cold Brew A5 strut
FOC on request
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TODDY BREWING GUIDE
1. FILL

2. BREW

Insert the stopper into the outside bottom
of the plastic brewing container. Dampen
the disc-shaped felt filter and insert into
the bottom of the brewing container.
Next, place your reusable or paper bag into
the container. Pour 340g of coarse ground
coffee into the bag, followed by 1.65L of
water. Stir gently to saturate. Twist the bag
tightly closed.

Steep coffee grounds for 12-24 hours
to create a smooth, rich flavour.
3. FILTER
Remove the stopper and let your coffee
concentrate flow into the glass decanter.
Keep refrigerated and ideally use within
3-days of brewing.
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COLD BREW KIT
Cold brew relies on time – not heat. It keeps sharp, bitter notes out of your cup. With its growing popularity, we have
expanded our range to include a new commercial sized variant, so now you can produce cold brew in any operational setting.

Toddy Cold Brew Coffee Maker
1.65L

Toddy Replacement Glass
Decanter and Lid

Toddy Replacement Coffee
Filters

In 1964, chemical engineer Todd Simpson
developed and patented a cold brew system
that, using regular coffee beans, creates a
superior-tasting cup of hot or cold coffee.
And, with significantly less acid than coffee
made by conventional hot brew methods,
it’s easier on sensitive stomachs. The coffee
maker box contains: Brewing Container with
Handle, Glass Decanter with Lid, Reusable
Filters (2), Rubber Stopper (1), Instructions
& Recipe Guide.

Produced in Germany, the clear glass is
moulded for pouring and includes ribbing up
the neck to provide better grip and additional
strength. 56 oz.

Toddy filters are uniquely designed
specifically for cold brew filtration, extracting
all the natural and delicious flavours of
coffee and tea, and leaving behind the bitter
acids and oils attached to their warm brew
counterparts. It is recommended that the
filters be changed every 10-12 uses.

490050
1 decanter
£19.45

490051
2 filters
£4.20

490052
1 coffee maker
£38.85

Toddy Replacement Stoppers

Toddy Paper Filter Bags

A necessary step in the brewing process,
stoppers can be used indefinitely but are
available as replacement parts in case any
should go missing.

An optional extra for your Toddy cold brew
system, these will increase the amount of
concentrate yield, extend the life of your
filters and make clean up easier.

492815
2 stoppers

495399
20 bags

£1.70

£17.45
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Commercial Toddy Cold Brew Coffee Maker
with Lift

Commercial Toddy Filter Papers
Single use filter papers to make brewing and cleaning up easy.

Makes a whopping 8L of cold brew concentrate from 2.3kg of coffee.
Comes with a lift that holds the coffee above the spigot tap. Note that
the filter papers must be purchased separately. Best combined with the
set of 6 decanters (sold separately) to allow you to store coffee after
brewing for up to 3-days in the refrigerator.

495396
x 50
£67.50

495395
1 coffee maker
£99.95

Toddy Replacement Spigot

Toddy Acrylic Decanters

A spare spigot for the commercial model.

Store and serve your cold brew concentrate using these elegant
and robust decanters. The silicon seal allows the decanters to
be stored standing up or on their sides. One commercial brew
is enough to fill 6 decanters.

495398
1 Spigot
£9.45

495397
56oz x 6
£45.90
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BA R I S TA K I T
Are we obsessive about the little details? Perhaps – but only because you are too. Tampers to pack the perfect dose.
Thermometers with easy-to-read colour coding. And milk jugs that aid milk foaming perfection.

Reg Barber Zebra Tamper

Reg Barber Wenge Tamper

Lustrous Zebrawood is hand sanded and polished for up to 4 days for
a luxurious finish. Stainless steel base.

Rich dark Wenge wood is hand sanded and polished for up to 4 days for
a luxurious finish. Stainless steel base.

490030
58mm flat base

490029
58mm flat base   

£64.60

£62.50

Espro Automatic Hand Tamper
Ergonomically designed to give a gentle depress when you achieve
30lbs of pressure. Comes in the following formats.

490006
58mm convex base

490007
58mm flat base

£62.95

£62.95
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Motta Hand Tamper

Motta Tamping Stand and Mat

18/10 grade stainless steel tamper with a striking red handle.
Made by Motta in Italy.

This hand tamper station is a solution for tamping without
damaging the counter surface and helps stop that all important
tamper from going missing.

490024
58mm flat base

490021
1 tamping stand and mat

£26.25

£22.30

Red Motta Jug

Heavy gauge stainless steel construction with protruding spout.
Made by Motta in Italy and a favourite jug of many latte artists.

This vibrant jug by Motta doesn’t just look the part, its Teflon coating
makes for easy cleaning and helps you foam milk to perfection.

Medium Motta Jug

Small Motta Jug

490019
350ml

490023
750ml

490025
500ml

£17.65

£25.20

£19.95

Motta Latte Art Pen
For perfecting your coffee art.

490018
£4.20
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Rhinowares Black Milk
Foaming Jugs
Small

Macchiato

490014
600ml

490013
360ml

£12.55

£10.45

Rhinowares Double Espresso
Brew Jug
Handy glass brew jug with measurements
from 10 to 70ml and 0.5 to 2.5 ounces. Ideal
for measuring espresso shots or syrups.

Rhinowares Lined Shot Glass
Accurately marked for measuring the
extraction volume of your shots.
1.0oz, 1.2oz, 1.5oz, 30ml, 35ml.

490009

490015
Single shot glass

£3.95

£3.40

As the demand for non-dairy alternatives to

TOP
TIPS

milk continues to grow, how can you avoid
cross contamination at a busy coffee machine?
Using colour coded milk foaming jugs, or
coloured handle sleeves, is the simplest way
to keep your dairy and non-dairy products
separate and your customers happy.
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NEW

NEW

Rhinowares Pro Black Tampers

Rhinowares Flat Push Tamper

Nice and weighty to achieve an even extraction. Ergonomically
designed for comfort.

Makes tamping easy. 58.5mm diameter to  fit all modern precision
baskets. Easily adjust the depth with the 2 piece locking system.

498710
1 x 57mm diameter tamper

498711
1 x 58mm diameter tamper

498712  
1 x flat tamper

£26.25

£26.25

£41.95

NEW

NEW

Rhinowares Stainless Steel Milk Foaming Jugs
Rhinowares Silicone Handle Grips

Stainless steel jugs in four sizes, each with a tapered spout for
controlled pouring.

498693
1 x 350ml jug

498694
1 x 600ml jug

£7.40

£9.85

498695
1 x 750ml jug

498696
1 x 1000ml jug

£10.45

£11.60

NEW

Make it easy to identify milk types and avoid cross-contamination.
Feel great and look pretty good too.

Blue grips

Green grips

350ml / 12oz
498708 or
600ml & 750ml / 20oz
498707 or
950ml / 32oz
498706

350ml / 12oz
498705 or
600ml & 750ml / 20oz
498704 or
950ml / 32oz
498703

Thumpa Floor Standing
Knock Tube (Stands 85cm high)

£3.00

£3.00

Red grips

Yellow grips

Commercial-grade freestanding knockout tube
with removable bar. Built for durability, stability
and high capacity - the ideal coffee waste bin
for busy cafes. 850mm high.

498666
1 x thumpatube

350ml / 12oz
498702 or
600ml & 750ml / 20oz
498701 or
950ml / 32oz
498700

350ml / 12oz
498699 or
600ml & 750ml / 20oz
498698 or
950ml / 32oz
498697

£60.95

£3.00

£3.00
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Large Milk Thermometer with Clip

Small Milk Thermometer with Clip

Measures in both Fahrenheit and Celsius, colour coded to recommended
steamed milk temperature of 145ºF.

Measures in Fahrenheit only, colour coded to show the recommended
steamed milk temperature of 145˚F.

490048
19cm long with clip and protective sleeve

490043
14cm long with clip and protective sleeve

£7.15

£4.65

Rattleware Hand Tamper

Metal Hand Tamper

Knockout Drawer

Good all round tamper with a soft touch handle.

A heavy duty tamper that will
withstand a lot of abuse.

490137
53mm flat base
for LaSpaziale espresso
machines

490046
57mm flat base

490026
58mm flat base

Stainless steel knockout drawer
for grounds. Strong enough to
withstand a hefty bang from your
portafilter. Removable drawer,
replaceable knockout bar.

£26.25

£15.75

492980

£26.25

Tamping Mat
A mattress for your portafilter to cushion the force exerted
by your tamping technique.

490058
1 mat
£6.30

£99.95

Replacement Bar for
new Knockout Drawer
Plastic coated replacement bar for the new knockout drawer (492980).

431417
230mm long
£14.95
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Magnetic Shot Timer
Counts up and down, large display.

490017
£7.30

Espresso Grounds Scale

Blank Insert for Portafilter

Portable scale with handy lid which doubles up as a measuring bowl.
Use for dosage of ground coffee from your grinder. With backlit display,
auto shut off and tare facility.

Use with Cafiza to backflush group heads.

490040
Accurate to 0.1g

489999
58mm diameter
£2.75

£15.70

Single Portafilter Mesh

Double Portafilter Mesh

490027
58mm diameter

490028
58mm diameter

£4.20

£4.20
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COFFEEGATOR
The CoffeeGator mission is to get everyone drinking fresher, more delicious coffee by producing incredible accessories
that create a better brew. These carefully crafted items work perfectly in cafes and restaurants – and are ideal retail
products for home-use too.

Gator Cold Brewer 1400ml
Ideal for brewing small batches of
cold brew tea or coffee. Made from
borosilicate glass. Dismantles easily
for thorough cleaning.

495386
1 x 1400ml

Gator Cold Brewer
Replacement Mesh Insert

CoffeeGator 300ml Pourover
Brewer

495407
1 x mesh insert

The reusable metal filter means no need
for filter papers.

£4.25

490128
1 x 300ml
£16.95

£22.50

CoffeeGator 400ml
Pourover Brewer

CoffeeGator 800ml
Pourover Brewer

CoffeeGator Pourover Kettle
with thermometer

The reusable metal filter means no need
for filter papers.

The reusable metal filter means no need
for filter papers.

For a controlled pour.

495409
1 x 400ml

495410
1 x 800ml

£21.20

£27.00

495411
1 x 1.2litre
£33.25
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CoffeeGator Beans Canister
Small

CoffeeGator Beans Canister
Medium

CoffeeGator Stainless Steel
Filter Cone

This airtight container will keep your beans
fresher for longer. Holds 275g of whole beans.
Includes a handy date marker and spare valves.

This airtight container will keep your beans
fresher for longer. Holds 455g of whole beans.
Includes a handy date marker and spare valves.

A washable filter cone made from high grade
stainless steel to sit atop your own choice
of cup.

495412

495413

£16.75

£19.50

495414
1 x filter cone
£16.50

NEW

CoffeeGator Thermal Travel
Cup

CoffeeGator Double Wall
French Press

CoffeeGator Coffee Brewing
Scale

For fresh coffee on the go, thanks to its
double-walled construction, copper lining,
removable metal filter and secure sip-through
lid. Keeps your brew warm and won’t leak
when tipped.

A serious and weighty vessel with greater
thermal efficiency than standard glass
cafetieres to keep your coffee hotter
for longer.

Weight, time and liquid measurements
(imperial and metric units) are clearly visible
on a large, bright LCD backlit display.

495415
1 x 20oz
£21.00

495416
1 x 1000ml

498713
£19.15

£32.50
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Chemex Coffee Brewer (3 Cup)

Chemex Coffee Brewer (6 Cup)

488325
1 Chemex

488324
1 Chemex

£34.15

£36.75

Chemex 3 Cup Filter Papers

Chemex 6 Cup Filter Folded Papers

100 half moon papers.

100 pre-folded papers for the 6 Cup Chemex.

488326
100 filter papers

498661
100 filter papers

£5.10

£5.25

Chemex Instructions

Top Tips (6 cup brewer)

Why Chemex? It’s all about the taste: soft, clean
and free from bitterness. In fact, it’s one of the
most efficient ways to extract flavour from your
beans. Actually, there’s one other very good reason
to choose Chemex: the wooden collar and leather
tie look fantastic and will have customers talking.
Especially if you use our Hario Drip kettle (488359)
to perfectly control pouring the hot water.

1.

Use 30g of ground coffee (medium grind) for two 10floz/500ml cups

2.

Rinse the cups and filter paper with some hot water

3.

Use hot, but not boiling water (500g)

4.

Pre-pour a little water to saturate the grounds and allow the coffee just to bloom

5.

Do an even spiral pour from the centre to the edges – make sure all the grounds are
covered so the extraction is even

6.

Pour again maintaining a consistent water level covering all the grounds.
This helps agitate the grounds and leads to a uniform extraction

7.

Remove the filter when you’re finished and enjoy
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Hario Drip Kettle

Hario Skerton Hand Grinder

Fill with hot water and gain control of pouring into filter cones
and Chemex.

This portable hand-grinder uses high quality, ceramic, conical burrs
and can be easily adjusted for a range of grind sizes. With its steadying
rubber base it’s a delight to use – and looks great too! The ideal retail
offering for your customers to use at home.

488359
1 kettle 1.2L

490041

£37.75

£23.55

Hario V60 Retail Gift Set

Hario V60 Drip Station

The perfect gift or starter set for filter coffee lovers. This eye catching
box is an ideal retail package and contains a red V60 ceramic cone (size
01), one flask brew jug, one scoop and an initial supply of filter papers.

Beautifully crafted acrylic brew bar with removable drip tray.
The ideal companion to the V60 Ceramic Cone. Easy to use
and easy to clean. Line several up for a speedy service.

490055

488441
1 drip station

£24.40

£31.45

Hario V60 Filter Cone
Filter Papers

Hario V60 Ceramic Cone
The classic filter cone, Size 02 in red.
Use around 20-25g coffee per cup.

Size 02 for use with the V60 Ceramic
Cone and AltoAir Filter Cone.

490056
1 filter cone

490054
100 filter papers

£16.75

£3.95
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Ceramic Filter Cone

Filtra Filter Cone Filter papers

A ceramic filter cone feels so much better than a plastic one. Use around
25g coffee per cup.

For use with our white ceramic filter cone. Oxygen bleached with a lip
to make them easy to open.

488329
1 filter cone

488330
80 filter papers

£10.45

£2.65
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THE COFFEE SERVE
Make a statement with gorgeous server-ware. It’s the little touches that make all the difference.

Espresso Warehouse Bamboo Drink Tray

Mini Milk Bottle

Elevate your drink serve with this rectangular take on the Suki bamboo
tray. Ideal for single serve coffee and hot chocolate. 25 x 15cm. Not
suitable for dishwashers.

These mini-blast-from-the-past milk bottles will add an extra special
touch to your tea serve.

492813

488361
6 x 4.25oz milk bottles

£5.20

£6.00

Flat White Glass

Flip-Top Glass Jar

7oz flat white glass great for serving the perfect flat white or cold brew
coffee every time.

Perfect for serving the panela in small quantities – or indeed for any
sugar with a filter coffee, or mini mallows with Chocolate Abyss.
Handwash only. H 6cm x W 4.3cm. Holds 45ml.

490085
12 x 7oz glasses
£15.10

492792
Case of 12
£11.40
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Bonavita Temperature Control Kettle

Bonavita Scale

This stainless steel, goose neck 1L kettle lets you heat water to your
preferred coffee or tea brewing temperature. It can even maintain your
preferred temperature for up to an hour. The goose neck spout makes it
ideal for precise pouring.

For accurate water and bean weighing.

490001
1 kettle 1L

£35.00

488321
1 scale

£74.35

Baratza Encore Grinder
®

Use the Baratza Encore grinder for the small grind-to-order amounts
needed for Chemex, AeroPress and filter cones, ensuring the freshest
coffee and no waste. The conical burr grinders are exceptional at
producing consistent grinds from very fine to very coarse as well as
being durable and will remain sharp for many years. Comes with a 1
year manufacturer’s warranty.

488319
£121.80

Baratza Grinder
Spare Hopper

Baratza Grinder
Spare Bin

489997
1 grinder hopper

489995
1 grinder bin

£9.45

£20.80

Baratza Spare Lid

Baratza Grinder
Replacement Burr

489998
1 grinder lid
£4.85

489996
1 grinder burr
£35.70
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AeroPress Instructions

AeroPress Coffee Maker
Faster than a cafetière and makes
a consistent filter coffee that is hard
to beat.

488316
1 AeroPress

Give it a little longer. Give it a little less. AeroPress practically
goads you into experimenting with your technique – it’s
incredibly fast and easy to create smooth filter coffee this
way, time after time. It also makes just the right amount
of coffee for our 10oz porcelain mug (490086).
Top Tips
1.

£21.55

AeroPress Filter Papers

Place plunger on a hard surface rubber seal side up

2.

Assemble AeroPress (don’t fit the filter just yet)

3.

Add two scoops of coffee to the chamber.
Add hot water

4. Stir and leave for 30-60 seconds

488315
350 filter papers

5. Place filter paper in the basket, wet it and lock into
the chamber

£3.95

6. Turn AeroPress over quickly onto a pre-heated cup
or brew bar
7.
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Gently press plunger to extract coffee
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COFFEE BAR ESSENTIALS
The perfect bar area? One the customer almost doesn’t notice – logical, tidy and easy to use. And while the devil is definitely
in the detail, we’ve got it covered.

Tall Storage Box

Short Storage Box

Lid Tidy

Use for displaying biscotti, straws, wooden
stirrers and any other tall products.

Holds sugar sachets.

Suitable for holding stackable objects:
cup lids, paper cups, sleeves, coffee pods,
caramel waffles, etc.

490035
140 x 110 x 110mm
£11.05

490034
90 x 110 x 110mm

490039
H 212.5 x W 106 x D 106mm  

£10.00

£12.10

Tall Divider

Short Divider

Connectors

490038
140mm W x 125mm H

490037
140mm W x 75mm H

For connecting storage boxes.

£1.85

£1.60

490036
12 connectors
£9.40
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Fairtrade Brown Sugar Sticks

Fairtrade White Sugar Sticks

Zucro Sweetener Sticks

Made with Fairtrade brown sugar.

Made with Fairtrade white sugar.

Low calorie sweetener.

414658
3g x 1000 sachets

414656
3g x 1000 sachets

495425
0.5g x 1000 sachets

£9.85*

£9.85*

£10.45*

Splittable Takeaway Cup
Carrier

Takeaway Cup Sleeves

Suitable for 8, 12, and 16oz takeaway cups.
Holds 4 cups but can be split in 2 for
smaller orders.

488332
230 per case

Suitable for single wall 8oz, 12oz and 16oz paper cups. Can also be used for cold cups.

8oz Sleeves
493120
2000 sleeves

12/16oz Sleeves
493121
2000 sleeves

£42.00

£44.10

£22.95

B O U T I Q U E C UPS
Our Boutique design has quickly become a new classic.

12oz Boutique
Double Wall Cups

Wooden Stirrers
491720
10,000 x 185mm stirrers

490092
600 cups

£33.60

£53.95
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Why not add a little extra joy to your cappuccinos with our fun stencil designs. For use on our cappuccino crockery
and our 12 and 16oz takeaway cups.

Star Stencil

Heart Stencil

Coffee Bean Stencil

Flower Stencil

488436
1 stencil

488435
1 stencil

488433
1 stencil

488434
1 stencil

£4.15

£4.15

£4.15

£4.15

Stainless Steel Teaspoons

Stainless Steel Espresso Spoons

Stainless Steel Latte Spoon

13cm
406193
x 12

12cm
406194
x 12

22cm
406195
x 12

£17.55

£15.35

£23.05

Insulated Milk Jug

Pump Action Vacuum Flask

Thermal Flask

Compact and lightweight, this elegant stainless
steel shatterproof jug has an inner and outer
body constructed in stainless steel with a tough
matt black ABS plastic base and handle. It is
suitable for table top and safe portable use.

Insulated flask with lever pump on top.
Well suited for self serve coffee,
hot water or chilled milk.

Insulated flask with handle for pouring hot coffee,
chilled milk or hot water. Or anything you can
pour from a jug.

982211
1.9L

19cm
414687
2L

490010
1L

£26.20

£20.95

£26.25
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CONVENIENCE COFFEE
When beans or catering volumes of ground coffee just aren’t an option, we have some handy alternative solutions.

Fairtrade One-Cup Coffee Filter

Fairtrade One-Cup Decaffeinated Coffee Filter

Ground coffee in a handy, single-use filter. Ideal for hotel bedrooms.

Decaffeinated version of the One-Cup Coffee Filter.

488314
50 filters

488313
50 filters

£13.20*

£13.20*

Single Decaf Pods

Double Decaf Pods

Individually wrapped portions of decaffeinated ground coffee for use
in an espresso machine. Ideal if you want to offer decaf lattes and flat
whites without stocking the decaf beans.

Individually wrapped portions of decaffeinated ground coffee
for use in an espresso machine. Ideal if you want to offer decaf lattes
and flat whites without stocking the decaf beans.

488374
60 x 7g pods

488373
60 x 14g pods

£12.55*

£16.75*
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DAVINCI FRUIT CONCENTRATES
DaVinci fruit concentrates can be used all year round for blended drinks, shakes and spritzers.
For recipe inspiration visit tchibo-coffee.co.uk/winter-drinks

DaVinci Mango
Smoothie Mix

DaVinci Strawberry
Smoothie Mix

DaVinci Summer Fruits DaVinci Peach
Smoothie Mix
Smoothie Mix

488334
8 x 1 Litre cartons

488336
8 x 1 Litre cartons

488333
8 x 1 Litre cartons

488335
8 x 1 Litre cartons

£37.80

£37.80

£37.80

£37.80

VANILLA FRAPPE POWDER
This delicious frappe powder is
the base for the tastiest summer
drinks. For recipe inspiration visit:
shop.tchibo-coffee.co.uk

Vanilla Frappe Powder
Blend with cold milk and ice for a creamy
vanilla frappe. Use this frappe powder as the
building block of your frappe menu. Just add
a scoop – or two – to fruits, chocolate or milk.
Then blend and go.

488354
2 x 2kg tubs
£31.50

Aerolatte To-Go Frother
For foamed milk without an espresso machine.
Ideal for our fluffy fruit milkshakes.

486825

1 Aerolatte with case.

£6.55
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BLENDED DRINKS KIT
According to Allegra, blended drinks are increasingly a year-round proposition. Our kit crushes the competition:
it’s fast, reliable and easy to clean. Let the blending begin.

Santos Blender and Jug

Santos Spare Jug

Santos Spare Lid

The Santos blender is a heavy duty
commercial blender great for iced coffees,
smoothies, milkshakes and cocktails.

Comes with 1 x lid
488382

488383

Ideal for intensive use: it can crush any
kind of ice cubes and frozen fruits.

£103.95

£17.60

Silent, ‘brushless’ motor with sound enclosure.
Extensive drink programmes with 30 cycles
and free software to create your own
(USB port under the blender).
Easy to clean and comes with a two
year manufacturer’s warranty.

12oz / 16oz Clear Plastic Cups

12/16oz Domed Lids

488381

Clear cups in two sizes – both of which use
the same size of lid. That’s one less product
line to stock.

A new lid that fits both sizes of clear cup.

£839.00

NEW

492816
x 1000

492817  
x 1000

£58.85

£53.25

492818
x 1000
£29.95

Green Stripe Paper Straws

Red Stripe Paper Straws

Red Spoon Straws

A recyclable and biodegradable paper straw
that will stand up to liquids but won’t cost
the earth.

A recyclable and biodegradable paper straw
that will stand up to liquids but won’t cost
the earth.

Individually wrapped red plastic spoon straws.

497039
x 250

497038
x 250

£6.00

£6.00

488323
x 300
£3.75
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KEEPCUPS
Help your customers do the right thing for the environment. There’s a great range of colours and a limited edition glass
cup with cork band. KeepCup is gorgeous, reusable and designed to last for years.

NEW

NEW

Atom Glass Brew Cup
Medium

Breeze Glass Brew Cup
Medium

498659
12oz glass cup

498660
12oz glass cup

£8.40

£8.40

Special Edition Brew Cup
Small

Special Edition Brew Cup
Medium

An adorable 8oz version of our glass brew cup.

A beautiful glass cup with cork band.

492802
8oz glass cup

488357
12oz glass cup

£9.85

£11.20
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NEW FOR WINTER 2018

Natural KeepCup
Large

Nitro KeepCup
Large

Hydro KeepCup
Large

495403
16oz capacity

495402
16oz capacity

498658
16oz capacity

£6.75

£6.75

£6.75

Hive KeepCup
Medium

Forest KeepCup
Medium

Natural KeepCup
Medium

498657
12oz capacity

495400
12oz capacity

495401
12oz capacity

£6.10

£6.10

£6.10

Nitro KeepCup
Medium
492797
12oz capacity
£6.10
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Kinetic KeepCup
Small

Hydro KeepCup
Small

Natural KeepCup
Small

498656
8oz capacity

495405
8oz capacity

495404
8oz capacity

£5.50

£5.50

£5.50

KeepCup POS
Create a stylish display to highlight these fantastic re-usable cups.
Contents may vary.

FOC on request with KeepCup orders
490122
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VE G WA RE C OMPOSTAB LE CUPS & L I D S
Vegware cups are made from sustainably-sourced board and lined with

NEW

plant-based heat-resistant PLA. The lids are made from heat resistant PLA.
Both are renewable, low carbon and sustainably sourced. What’s more they
are designed to be commercially composted with food waste*.

8oz Double Wall Vegware Cup

12oz Double Wall Vegware Cup

16oz Double Wall Vegware Cup

498670
500 cups

498671
500 cups

498672
400 cups

£54.25

£57.95

£59.25

8oz Vegware Cup Lid

12/16oz Vegware Cup Lid

498673
1000 lids

498674
1000 lids

£43.75

£45.75
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Vegware is made from
plants, not plastic

All Vegware is designed to
be composted with food
waste where accepted

...to turn your food waste and
used Vegware into high quality
compost that nourishes soil to
grow new plants

We work in partnership
with the recycling sector…

Key facts
•

Hot cups and lids made from plants not plastic

• 	Cup outer wall made from recycled board, inner lining made from heat resistant PLA (polylactic acid) – a biodegradable and
sustainable alternative to plastic
•

Commercially compostable with food waste*

• 	Currently 48 composting sites in the UK compared to 2 cup recycling sites (where any contaminated waste still leads to
incineration and landfill)

For further information on composting your Vegware cups, visit our website or give us a call.
*Where accepted
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CROCKERY
White is the classic colour for crockery. It looks great now, and it’ll look great in years to come – showing off every drink
to the best effect. Talking of which, we’ve got all the shapes and sizes you need, from cortados to lattes.

Verona Breakfast Cups and
Saucers

Verona Cappuccino Cups and
Saucers

Verona Espresso Cups and
Saucers

490081
6 x 12oz cups and saucers

490082
6 x 7oz cups and saucers

490084
6 x 3oz cups and saucers

£20.05

£14.70

£12.60

Flat White Glass

Porcelain Mug

Cortado Cups and Saucers

7oz flat white glass great for serving the
perfect flat white every time.

490086
6 x 10oz porcelain mugs

490083
6 x 4.6oz cups and saucers

490085
12 x 7oz glasses

£15.75

£14.70

£15.10

Sugar Bowl
490091
6 x white sugar bowls
£13.85
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WOODEN SPOON
With three gluten free recipes alongside the irresistible classics, these hand-baked, organic biscuits are now even more
tempting than ever.

T HE GLUTEN FREE RANGE

Organic Gluten Free Chocolate
Orange & Almond

Organic Gluten Free
Chocolate & Pear

These gluten free biscuits are a perfect combination of crunchy almond,
a hint of sweet orange oil and an indulgent chocolate base.

The taste of elegant pear and dark chocolate is so good that you’d never
know they were gluten free... unless you read the packet.

488473
48 x 35g twin packs

488474
48 x 35g twin packs

£26.25

£26.25

Organic Gluten Free
Raspberry & White Chocolate
A classic French combination, we’ve matched ripe raspberry puree with
irresistible creamy white chocolate.

488475
48 x 35g twin packs
£26.25
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Organic Lemon Melts

Organic Chocolate Gingers

Still our top seller, buttery shortbread flavoured with lemon oil, slowly
baked and hand dipped in white chocolate.

Stem ginger, dark chocolate and crunchy biscuit, it’s a classic
combination that works a treat.

488472
48 x 35g twin packs

488471
48 x 35g twin packs

£26.25

£26.25

Organic Shortbread

Organic Salted Caramel & Peanut

Lots of organic butter is the secret to this shortbread.

Our Salted Caramel & Peanut biscuits combine delicious sweet and
savoury flavours to make a tempting, moreish treat.   

488476
48 x 35g twin packs
£23.10*

488470
48 x 35g twin packs
£26.25*
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Almond Biscotti

Large Biscotti Barrel

Double baked Italian style biscuits with whole almonds. Ideal for dunking.

Traditional round biscotti barrel with glass lid.

488469
50 x 35g

488355
180mm W x 240mm H

£23.35*

£13.15

Caramel Waffles

Mini Shortbread Rounds

We don’t buy our waffles in big
batches, we buy them often, and
keep them fresh. Sit them on your
cup to enjoy the melting middle.

Made by a small family bakery, these All Butter Shortbread Rounds are
slow baked for a soft eat. Ideal for hotel bedrooms, conferencing or cost
effective impulse lines.

488480
60 x 65g twin packs

488479
100 x 20g twin packs
£22.05*

£31.00*

Wooden Spoon
Merchandising Rack

Wooden Spoon
Display Boxes

A space-friendly counter top
merchandising rack that helps get
those biscuits noticed. Will hold three
boxes of your favourite flavours.
(Not suitable for waffles, biscotti,
or shortbread rounds).

We’ve improved the case format of
our biscuit twin packs. The display
boxes are no longer included so be
sure to place your order separately.

488478
1 rack
£22.05
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L OTUS BISCOFF
Baked to the same recipe since 1932, the unique caramelisation process gives the biscuits a subtle taste of cinnamon.
No artificial colours, flavours or hydrogenated fats. The original caramelised biscuit.

Lotus Biscoff
The original caramelised biscuit.

414627
x 300 biscuits
£10.30*
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SQUIRREL SISTERS RAW BARS
Naturally tasty 'raw' energy bars that are gluten free, dairy-free, vegan friendly and have no added sugar.
Squirrel Sisters certainly know how to make healthy taste delicious.

NEW
Squirrel Sisters Raspberry Ripple
A fruity favourite, bursting with raspberries this sweet
tangy bar will satisfy any sweet craving in sight.

498664
1 case of 16 packets
2 x 20g bars per packet
£16.80

NEW
Squirrel Sisters Cacao Orange
A twist on your chocolate orange favourite… Cacao Brownie
with natural tangy orange flavour.

498665
1 case of 16 packets
2 x 20g bars per packet
£16.80
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LUMBERJACK PROTEIN FLAPJACK BARS
Gluten free, oaty snack bars with tonnes of protein. Perfect for customers on the move.

Ginger, Orange & Dark Chocolate

Yoghurt Flavour & Mixed Berry

Delicious gluten free, protein-packed oat flapjack with ginger pieces,
orange flavouring and a dark chocolate flavoured topping.     

Delicious gluten free, protein-packed oat flapjack with sweetened
dried blueberries and cranberries, raspberry flavouring and a yoghurt
flavoured topping.     

20% protein
490133
15 x 65g
£11.85

20% protein
490134
15 x 65g
£11.85
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BRODERICK’S BARS
Chunky, crumbly, tasty. The whole Broderick’s range is as tempting as ever. And now completely gluten free. Proof that
dropping the gluten doesn’t mean ditching the joy.

Broderick’s Gluten Free Fruity Booty
Nutty Crunchie

Broderick’s Gluten Free Yummy Yoggy
Mango Munchie

A fruit and nut bar with an exotic twist.

A perfectly crumbly concoction of yoghurt, mango and papaya.

495424
20 x 50g

495421
20 x 50g

£15.55

£15.55

Broderick’s Gluten Free Road Rocking
Choc Choc Block

Broderick’s Gluten Free Caramental

Rich Belgian chocolate and chewy marshmallows: is there any better
company on the road?

495423
20 x 50g

A slab of crumbly shortbread, chewy caramel, and smooth chocolate.
Classic recipe, decadent result.

495422
20 x 50g
£15.10*

£15.10*
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T HE FINE COOKIE CO.
The Fine Cookie Co. take a dollop of inspiration from the U.S. of A. and
mix it up with 100% natural ingredients. It’s then popped in the oven
with baking expertise from the rolling hills of Derbyshire to create these
giant, soft-baked cookies. The retro glass display jars are the final,
irresistible touch.

BUY ANY
6 CASES OF COOKIES
OR
MY FAVOURITE BEAR
BISCUITS AND

SAVE 10%

GLUTEN FREE RANGE
Our top-selling cookies are now available gluten free – certified with the cross-grain symbol from Coeliac UK. Each cookie
comes individually packaged to prevent cross-contamination – and each order comes in a handy display tray.

NEW

NEW

Gluten Free Rainbow Nation

Gluten Free Salt Lake Caramel

A gluten free take on our best-seller. Each biscuit individually wrapped.

Another popular flavour now available gluten free. Each biscuit
individually wrapped.

498667
20 x 65g cookies

498668
20 x 65g cookies

£22.60*

£22.60*
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The original big and chewy American cookies in 6 flavours. For display in our glass cookie jars.

All That Jazz

Rainbow Nation

Chocolate Box Brownie

Chocolate, chocolate, then add chocolate to
make a triple – chocolate fudge cookie. Then
add the jazz – lots of colourful, candy-coated
chocolate beans. How smarty pants is that?

A classic vanilla cookie (Madagascan vanilla,
of course) flecked with milk chocolate chips
and studded with ‘everyone’s favourite’ candy
coated chocolate beans.

The finest dark Belgian chocolate and cocoa
powder combine to make a super-rich cookie
that is a complete chocolate hit, but with
no bitterness.

488341

36 x 60g cookies

488343
36 x 60g cookies

488340
36 x 60g cookies

£26.70*

£26.70*

£26.70*

Salt Lake Caramel

Rocky Mountain Road

Power Breakfast

Big salted caramel pieces, big chocolate
chunks and a hint of clotted cream help give
a real bite to this biscuit style cookie.

All that chocolate and meringue plus
honeycomb makes a wonderfully rich cookie.
Some real American cranberries add a twist.

488346
36 x 60g cookies

488345
36 x 60g cookies

Everything you could want in a breakfast
granola cookie, except the milk. Feast on:
cranberries, dates, pumpkin seeds, sultanas,
hazelnuts, linseeds, oats and coconut.

£26.70*

£26.70*

488342

36 x 60g cookies

£26.70*
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Cookie Jar

Cookie Bag

Cookie Tongs

Smart glass jar with airtight gasket,
big enough to hold about 24 cookies.

1000 branded bags.

Tongs, for cookies. Simple.

488339

488437      

£7.90

£4.15

488355
£13.15

Cookie Jar Replacement Lid

Jar Slip Mat

Cookie Jar replacement lid with gasket, essential for keeping your
jar airtight and your cookies fresh.

A handy branded mat for keeping your jars in place.

488483
FOC

488356     
£2.90
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Salted Caramel

All That Jazz

488352

488348

Chocolate Box Brownie

Rocky Mountain

488347     

488349

Rainbow Nation

Power Breakfast

488350

488353
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MY FAVOURITE BEAR
All butter, naturally flavoured biscuits made with all natural ingredients and no nasty additives. A winner with both
kids and parents.

Go Bananas Bear

Blowing Raspberries Bear

Muddy Bear

All butter, naturally flavoured biscuits with
real banana purée.

Flavoured biscuits with raspberry purée and
beetroot for colour.

490061
48 x 25g twin pack biscuits

490076
48 x 25g twin pack biscuits

All butter, naturally flavoured biscuits
with dark chocolate chips, cocoa and
natural vanilla.

£21.95*

£21.95*

490068
48 x 25g twin pack biscuits
£21.95*
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MIGHTY FINE SALTED CARAMEL HONEYCOMB BAR
Delicious salted caramel honeycomb covered in Belgian milk chocolate. The perfect indulgent takeaway treat.

NEW
BAR
SIZE

Mighty Fine Salted Caramel
Honeycomb Bar
498690
15 x 30g
£9.00
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WILLIE’S CACAO
This is no ordinary chocolate. Each bar is a perfect balance of flavour, and each begins with the finest natural ingredients.
No soya lecithin or vanilla here, and only the best ingredients like raw sugar cane and unrefined cocoa butter.

NEW

Seaflake Milk Chocolate
Crunch into the soft flakes of sea salt buried
in this beautiful Rio Caribe milk chocolate,
Salt is a source of life, with cacao it becomes
a source of dreams.

498691
30 x 26g
£15.10

NEW

Raspberries & Cream
White Chocolate
Jewelled with raspberries and bursting with
flavour, this joyful bar of chocolate takes you
back to childhood, foraging in the hedgerows
with berry stained fingers. This sublimely
creamy treat is made from just natural cocoa
butter, raw cane sugar, milk and raspberries.

498692
30 x 26g
£15.10

Milk of the Gods

Luscious Orange

Beautiful milk chocolate ingredients in perfect
balance. Cacao from the magical Río Caribe,
cacao butter from Barlovento, sugar cane
from Guadeloupe and British milk. Nothing
more, nothing less, simply sublime.

The delicate honey flavour of Cuban Baracoan
beans blends perfectly with orange in this
decadent dark chocolate. 65% cocoa solids.

490078
30 x 26g

490079
30 x 26g  
£15.10

£15.10
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Retail Display Stand
FOC with any 3 cases of Willie’s Cacao.

490136   
£8.50
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SUGAR ‘N’ SPICE MUFFINS
Sitting plump on the countertop, these muffins are irresistible impulse buys.

Raspberry & White Chocolate
Muffin
490071
Case of 12
£10.70*

Chocolate Muffin

Blueberry Muffin

490070
Case of 12

490069
Case of 12

£10.70*

£10.70*
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PEPPERSMITH SUGAR FREE MINTS
Made with fine English mint, these 100% natural peppermints are proven to reduce tooth decay and plaque.
Perfect to freshen up after food or drink, they are an ideal impulse sale and take up very little counter space.

Peppermint sugar free mints

Extra Strong sugar free mints

Lemon sugar free mints

The original. The strong, fresh taste
of fine English peppermint.     

Real Australian eucalyptus gives a cooling hit
of menthol.

Zesty Femminello and Monachello lemons
with a touch of peppermint.

490074
12 packs x 25 mints

490072
12 packs x 25 mints

490073   
12 packs x 25 mints

£11.45

£11.45

£11.45

Sugar free and accredited by the British Dental Health Foundation for being actively good for teeth. Suitable for vegans
and vegetarians. All packaging 100% recyclable and made from FSC accredited materials.

Peppersmith Display Rack
490075
£14.65

BUY 3 CASES
AND GET A
PEPPERSMITH
DISPLAY RACK

FREE
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BROWN BAG CRISPS
Delicious crisps, gently hand-cooked in sunflower oil then sprinkled with natural and award-winning seasonings.
Never in supermarkets.

Oak Smoked Chilli
The natural smoked flavour from sustainable
oak perfectly complements the punch of the
Scotch Bonnet chillies, making these crisps
moreish and utterly delicious.

West Country Farmhouse
Cheddar & Onion
A traditionally-made mature Somerset
cheddar with a hint of onion. A classic
British flavour.      

495385
20 x 40g

490126
20 x 40g

£8.40

£8.40

Lightly Salted
Just British potatoes and a little salt.
Simply Perfect.

490124
20 x 40g
£8.40

Beetroot, Carrot &
Parsnip

Sea Salt & Malt Vinegar
English malt vinegar and Italian
balsamic vinegar. Zingy and moreish.

A wholesome and delicious
alternative to potato crisps.

490125
20 x 40g

492814
15 x 40g

£8.40

£11.55*
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CAMBROOK NUTS
Savoury, sweet and crunchy: the perfect caramelised nut doesn’t come easy. Cambrook tracked down Europe’s best
recipes – then spent months honing their creations over a piping hot roasting pan. The results are outrageously moreish.

Cambrook Sweet Chilli Peanut & Cashew Nuts

Cambrook Cashew Nuts

Baked peanuts and cashews with a spice and sweetness to relish.

Yummy cashews deliciously caramelised with a fine glaze.      

495381
12 x 45g

490066
12 x 45g

£7.60

£9.60

Cambrook Sesame Peanuts
These caramelised peanuts are nothing short of magical.

490067
12 x 45g
£6.90
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BRAVE ROASTED PEAS
Grown in the East of England, Brave peas are packed full of protein, fibre and other amazing nutrients like B-Vitamins
that will power you through the day. Each packet is bursting with natural flavours and contain no added sugar or nasties.
And did we mention they’re Vegan too?

NEW

NEW

Brave Peas Salt

Brave Peas Paprika & Chilli

A classic flavour. Clean, simple and delicious. The best of British-grown
peas tossed with a bit of sea salt. How could you go wrong?

A fiery combo of Paprika & Chilli brings the heat to the best of
British-grown pea. Not too much, not too little. Just right.

498662
12 x 35g

498663
12 x 35g

£8.65

£8.65
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PORTLEBAY POPCORN
At their Devon poppery, Portlebay flavoursmiths combine the finest, natural ingredients to create a range of popcorn
tastes unlike any other. Our particular favourite is the mind-blowing Crispy Bacon & Maple Syrup – your customers
will love it!

Portlebay Chilli & Lime

Portlebay Sweet
& Salty

Give things a kick with this fiery
tangy combo – it will change the
way you think about popcorn!    

Lightly sweet, lightly salted;
a winning combination in every
crunchy mouthful.

495391
18 x 25g bags

495389
18 x 25g bags

£9.35

£9.35

Portlebay Lightly Sea
Salted

Portlebay Crispy Bacon
& Maple Syrup

Dive into this simply delicious blend
of premium sea salt and rapeseed oil
for a splash of savoury luxury!

The smokiness of bacon & the
subtle sweetness of maple syrup
will bring a smile to your face.

495388
18 x 15g bags

495390
18 x 25g bags

£9.35

£9.35

BUY ANY
6 CASES
AND RECEIVE A

Portlebay
Retail Display Box

10%

x 1 box

DISCOUNT

FOC on request
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SEASONAL POINT OF SALE
An irresistible new range for Winter 2018, along with a few old favourites while stocks last.
Visit tchibo-coffeeservice.co.uk/winter-recipes for all the recipes.

NEW

NEW
Golden Turmeric Latte

NEW

White Hot Chocolate

NEW
London Fog Latte

Winter Frappes
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Honeycomb Hot Chocolate

Salted Caramel Fudge Latte

Toasted Mallow Hot Chocolate

Skinny Flavoured Lattes

Matcha Latte

Salted Caramel Fudge Frappe

Amaretto Latte

Warming Mulled Spice
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SUKI TEA POINT OF SALE
Our Suki Tea Point of Sale helps to bring your favourite teas to life. The perfect way to highlight different options as the
seasons change.

NEW

NEW

Suki Tea Brand
Overview

Breakfast Tea

White Tea Elderflower

Turkish Delight

Earl Grey Blue
Flower

Spiced Citrus

Red Berry

Gunpowder Green
Spearmint

Suki Tea Menu Outer
These robust Suki Tea menu outers are
great for creating lovely bespoke tea
menus. Ask your Coffee Sales Manager
for more info.

488491
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BOOKS
Coffee expertise doesn’t mean studying for a degree in biology or food science. It can be as pleasurable as pulling up a
chair, sipping something hot and leafing through a great book. From ‘how to’ manuals to tales of inspiration from coffee
growing regions, all these books are hand-picked (and read) by us. We trust them. So can you.

33 Cups of Coffee (tasting
notes diary)

The Espresso Quest,
Instaurator

Everything but Espresso,
Scott Rao

A coffee journal that provides an easy way to
quickly record coffee tasting notes in a small,
convenient notebook format. It’s perfect for
coffee novices and pros alike.

When we first came across this book we
were immediately smitten by the excellent
photography.

Everything you need to know about
non-pressurised coffee brewing. A perfect
complement to the Professional Barista’s
Handbook.

490116
Sold individually

490121

490119

£40.90*

£28.30*

£3.00

The Curious Barista’s Guide to Coffee,
Tristan Stephenson
The definitive guide to the extraordinary world of coffee from growing
and roasting to brewing and serving the perfect cup.

490117

The Professional Barista’s Handbook, Scott Rao
The next step from the Espresso Techniques Book. Rather than give
answers, it raises questions. A fantastic book.

490120
£36.70*

£16.99*
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TRADE TERMS & CONDITIONS
DOING THE RIGHT THING
We’re serious about our responsibility to people and the planet. That’s why we hold ourselves
to the high standards of independent certification.

Fairtrade

Rainforest Alliance

As well as guaranteeing that producers are paid fairly,
Fairtrade certification provides an additional social
premium for growers, which they can use to develop
the business or pay for community projects – as is
democratically determined. www.fairtrade.org.uk

The gold standard in environmental certifications, the
Rainforest Alliance logo is an assurance that wildlife
is protected, rivers are kept clean, and natural resources
are conserved during the production process.
www.rainforest-alliance.org

Organic
Organic products don’t use unnecessary chemicals and
pesticides – which is great news for plant and animal life.
www.ec.europa.eu

HOW TO ORDER
New Customers

Alternatively, if you’re not already a customer
and would like to purchase for business or
personal use online:

We welcome enquiries from businesses and coffee/ food
distributors who wish to purchase our products with the intention
of sale to end users.

Products from the Espresso Warehouse range are available on
our Tchibo Online Shop. Products can be ordered by credit/debit
card payment and delivered on the next working day.

Please email your interest to
sales@tchibo-coffeeservice.co.uk or
call 01372 736200 (option1) and our team
will be happy to discuss.

Shop.tchibo-coffee.co.uk

If you’re already a Tchibo customer:
Standard company T&Cs apply. Please contact us for more
information.

To order call: +44 (0) 1372 736250
(Monday – Friday 08:00 – 17:00)
Email: sales@tchibo-coffeeservice.co.uk

* All items are subject to VAT at the current rate, 		
except those indicated with an asterisk.

www.tchibo-coffee.co.uk/espresso-warehouse

Design and photography by www.pod-creative.com
All images, copy, design and the layout of this catalogue are
the property of the brand owners or Espresso Warehouse®.
Unauthorised use, copying or publication online will not be
tolerated and will be enforced by the law.
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WA N T TO K N OW M O R E ?
Sourcing and creating great coffee bar products is
only part of what we do. We’ve been in business
for a very long time, serving a very wide range
of customers, and have a passion for sharing
what we know. We cut through the stats and the
trends, giving you the insights you need to plan
for long term success.
From menu development to promotional tools,
we are here to support your business ambitions.
Simply call or email us for a no obligation
consultation.
sales@tchibo-coffeeservice.co.uk
+44 (0)1372 736 250

BIG THANKS TO

Many thanks to the wonderful team at
Barras Art and Design. BAAD is a truly unique
space in the heart of the East End of Glasgow
just a stone’s throw from the city centre.
From creative events spaces to independent
retail outlets, BAAD was established to attract
residents and visitors to the famous Barras
area of the city.
www.baadglasgow.com
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MINOR FIGURES

Tchibo Coffee International Ltd
Tchibo House, 7-8 Blenheim Road, Epsom, Surrey KT19 9BE
Tel: : 01372 736250 Fax: 01372 736201
Email: sales@tchibo-coffeeservice.co.uk
Website: www.tchibo-coffee.co.uk
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